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Section A: Directed Writing                          

[35 marks]                                                        

[Time suggested : 45 minutes] 

 

You are concerned about the current trend of taking dangerous selfies among teenagers. Write a 

letter to the editor of a newspaper on the reasons taking dangerous selfies should be prohibited.  

 

In your letter, you should also : 

1. give reasons why teenagers take dangerous selfies  

2. provide suggestions to solve the problem. 

 

Write your letter based on the poster below. 

 

 

DANGEROUS SELFIES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When writing the letter, remember to : 

 lay out your letter correctly (addresses, date, salutation, title, closing) 

 use all the notes given 

 provide your own ideas when needed 

 

Note : 

For your letter, you will receive up to 15 marks for the format and content points and up to 20 

marks for the quality of your writing. 

 

 

Reasons: 

     • attention  

     • low self-esteem 

     • [own idea] 

     • [own idea] 

 

Suggestions: 

   •‘no selfie’ signage at dangerous locations 

   • officials at strategic places 

   • [own idea] 

   • [own idea] 

 

•fall 

 

high rise building wild animal 

•bitten 

oncoming train 

•hit 

boat 

•drown 
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Section B : Continuous Writing 

[50 marks] 

[Time suggested : 45 minutes] 

 

Write a composition of about 350 words on one of the following topics. 

 

1 You visited a scene of a natural disaster. 

Describe what the disaster was, what happened and what you saw on that day. 

 

2 Students should be allowed to choose the subjects that they want to study.  

How far do you agree with this statement? Explain why. 

 

3 Write a story about someone who righted a wrong. 

Explain what happened and what the person did to correct the situation. 

 

4 ‘Two heads are better than one’ 

Explain the proverb above and give situations where this is true. 

 

5 What do you think will happen to the animals on this planet in the year 2050? 

Give reasons for your opinion. 
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